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VISION
■ the leading body in the building industry

STRATEGIC DRIVERS
■ promoting best practice
■ Establishing and maintaining strategic relationships
■ interacting with Government on national issues
■ growth, development and sustainability



About us 

Master Builders South Africa (MBSA) is the leading national 
representative body in the building and construction industry in 
South Africa. It operates as Federation of registered employer 
Associations representing contractors and employers in the 
construction industry, and is regulated in terms of Section 107 of 
the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995. The Federation’s nine Master 
Builders Associations, and three Affiliate Associations represent 
more than 4000 contractors and employers in the industry.

MBSA represents its members on national bodies and lobbies 
national government on legislative and other policy issues. It 
also provides a range of services to its members that include 
on-going training, legal services, labour relations, building codes 
and standards, and regulatory compliance matters that affect the 
building industry.

STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
In January 2018, MBSA reviewed its three year strategic objective 
covering 2018/19 to 2020/21. The following are four key strategic 
focus areas:
•  Strategic Focus Area 1: Promotion of best practices in the 

building industry
•  Strategic Focus Area 2: Stakeholder Relations Management
•  Strategic Focus Area 3: Interaction with Government 
•  Strategic Focus Area 4: Growth, Development and 

Sustainability

In 2017/18, not all annual performance targets were achieved 
due to capacity constraints. Despite the limitations, many over 
85% of the targets were achieved. 
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President’s Report
This has been an unsettling year for all 
South Africans for a variety of reasons, 
not least our economic status. Notable 
factors were our low economic growth 
trajectory, and domestic employment 
growth remaining lacklustre at 27.6% in 
the last quarter of 2017. 

While the local political developments in December 
last year saw the value of  the rand appreciating 
significantly along with improved ratings, the 
country’s economic health remained uncertain. 

Closer to home, it could be argued that the 
year was the most challenging the South African 
construction industry has ever seen. A decrease 
in capital spending by both the private sector 
and government, had a negative effect of 
unprecedented proportions on the sector’s growth.

Although President Ramaphosa brought some 
much-needed hope to our country’s economic 
outlook when he took over in the first quarter 
of 2018, the numbers have supported the belief 
that  “Ramaphoria” has taken a knock.  Business 
Report, on May 9 2018 said “South African business 
confidence has declined to levels last seen when 
Jacob Zuma was still the president.” They backed 
this up with news that the BCI had dropped to 96 in 
April from 97.6 the previous month, according to the 
South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 
That’s the lowest since November last year. Five of 
the 13 sub-indexes that make up the gauge declined 
from a month earlier, said Business Report.

For the building and construction industry, this 
uncertainty and downright pessimism means 
that there’s a continued hiatus in in the supply of 
contracts for large-scale projects, which extend 
beyond private or government big-scale building, 
to the largely State-driven hard infrastructural and 
essential requirements such as roads and bridges. 
This is notwithstanding a mooted R940 billion 
in government funding for big ticket items that 
remain as yet, to be fed into the industry.

Long periods of low energy in any industry are 
discouraging and in the building and construction 
industry, there are many highly-skilled operators 
with their lines in the same dwindling pond of 
opportunities. It’s a testing time for everyone and 
those with the longest experience and unwavering 
tenacity are the survivors.

But it must remain top of mind that the building 
and construction industry has proved itself to 
be relentlessly cyclical, over many fallow and 
boom seasons. Mostly one can ascribe conditions 
to influences from the overall economy, both 
domestic and foreign. And there is no doubt that 
currently we are under enormous pressure from 
almost every quarter. 

However, the situation is never completely out 
of our hands and playing it smart can mean the 
difference between sinking or swimming. The same 
cycles that affect the entire industry also influence 
the sectors within it. 

While the market for major retail and industrial 
projects flattens, opportunities can arise in the 
various niches of the residential market and 
commercial and industrial SME accommodation. 
The secret is in remaining flexible and capable 
across a wide spectrum of construction needs. 
Right now, analysts are recommending affordable 
housing as a focus that is offering the best ROI. Even 
if you don’t agree, be open to new opportunities to 
exploit your skills and those of your workforce. 

It’s all about survival. And that may be as 
fundamental as the lesson those in the Cape have 
learned, when the notorious winter storms hit our 
shores, it’s best to batten down the hatches and 
weather the squall as best we can.

Some of us suffer more than others, and the 
vulnerable are the most frequent victims. But in 
the building industry, disaster doesn’t only strike 
the smaller players, and two recent national 
examples have graphically illustrated exactly that 
– as in the case of Basil Read and NMC.     

So in summary, It’s not really surprising that 
South African business is a bit bleak at this point, 
and the situation only bolsters evidence that 
perhaps positive sentiment based on an improved 
political climate is not the only factor to rely on for 
a better economic outlook.

So if there’s any answer, it could lie in not too 
easily responding with blind optimism, nor relying 
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on the unknown. And particularly, not placing 
one’s confidence in the untested. In an industry 
that’s as old as the Pyramids, we must have come 
to some useful conclusions over the eons, which 
undoubtedly include the value of taking stock of a 
situation, considering the downside and planning for 
the recovery. 

Perhaps it’s also a good idea to take lessons 
from our own past experience, and if you’ve been 
in business successfully for a good number of 
years, be advised by what brought you through the 
inevitable tough times before. Maybe you will find 
that size, or rather, right-sizing, does matter, and 
make the necessary adjustments.

As a Federation of employers in the construction 
sector, Master Builders South Africa has taken 
stock of what  has been happening in the industry, 
engaged accordingly and most importantly 
examined its role in relation to its members in 
particular, and to the country in general. 

This has resulted in a revision of our strategic 
objectives – a process that has pointed to an 
improved means of service provision to our 
members, and the broader industry. 

Looking forward with continued determination 
to the future, I thank my fellow Board members, 
MBSA Associations and their leadership, our 
management staff and all key stakeholders who 
support all that we do. 

John Matthews
President



2017/18 remained a difficult year domestically 
despite some momentum gained when President 
Ramaphosa took over as the ruling party’s 
President in December last 2017 and when he 
took occupation of the Union Building early in 
2018. As a sector relying on government’s ability 
to spend, business and consumers as well as the 
construction sector have been significantly affected 
by the country’s sluggish economic growth.

According to the Bureau for Economic Research‘s 
quarterly analysis of building and construction 
activity second quarter report, building confidence, 
as measured by the FNB/BER Building Confidence 
Index, fell to 29 in 2018Q2. This is said to be 
largely due to significantly lower confidence among 
hardware retailers and manufacturers of building 
materials where confidence fell by 45 and 32 
index points respectively. Lack of new construction 
demand has also been reported to be a concern, 
particularly in civil construction.

Other than economic challenges the industry has 
been bedevilled by site stoppages and intimidation, 
particularly in KwaZulu-Natal, some parts of 
Gauteng and Mpumalanga, as well as in other 
provinces. These acts manifests themselves as 
actions of fighting economic exclusion by concerned 
local business forums. Yes, acts of challenging the 
status quo, skewed and uncompetitive business 
practices are an important part of our democracy. 
Untransformed companies should not have a place 
in any country that is still battling to heal from the 
effects of a non-inclusive economy. 

However, criminal acts, including intimidation, 
should not be tolerated in a civilized society 
where the rule of law must be upheld in any given 
situation. As Master Builders South Africa, we are 
on record supporting all efforts and proposals that 
are developmental, transformative and necessary 
for our sector –  and we remain consistent in our 
position regarding these matters. 

Non-payment and late-payment of contractors 
by the state has been one of the major concerns 
in the construction industry. In January 2018, 
Master Builders South Africa engaged with 
National Treasury and we were encouraged by 
the government’s commitment to deal with the 
problem. We have since received positive feedback 
from some of our members who followed the agreed 
process to escalate issues of their long outstanding 
payment. The function has since been transferred 
to the Department of Planning, Monitoring and 
Evaluation and we were in the process of  engaging 
with this Department on behalf of our members at 
the time of reporting. 

As a federation of employers in the building 
industry, we are extremely concerned about the 
ongoing collapse of construction companies. In 
2017/18 the industry witnessed liquidations of a 
number of high capacity construction firms. We 
also witnessed some large construction firms 
applying for voluntary business rescue. This is 
certainly detrimental to our industry and the 
country as a whole. South Africa cannot afford to 
lose its infrastructure development capacity and 
skills that have taken so many years to build. 
Whilst we are finding ways of responding to all 
these challenges, small and medium sized firms 
must innovate and create space for themselves 
in these very challenging times in order to build 
capacity and survive. 

During the 2017/18 financial year our interaction 
with government, industry regulatory bodies and 
other key industry stakeholders has been fruitful. 
We have committed to increase our interaction 
with all industry stakeholders in the ensuing year 
for greater impact and collaboration. 

We would like to thank all firms and companies 
that continue to support us in all our endeavours. 
We thank all businesses and stakeholders for their 
unwavering support of our annual Congress which 

Executive Director’s Report 
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Reading an array of annual reports of listed and 
small companies, I have realised how difficult is for 
Chairpersons and CEOs to conclude a report without 
making references to our local and international economic 
position. This is so because good economic growth 
bolsters business confidence, which in turn results in 
improved investments, more jobs, improved spending and 
so on. It therefore makes a lot of sense for all of us to 
make reference to current available economic data during 
times of reporting to our constituents and shareholders.
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provides us with the opportunity to meet with all 
industry role players and most importantly, to 
share views and ideas necessary for the betterment 
of our industry and our nation. 

Times are tougher, but we have to keep moving 
forward, not only for ourselves, but for the next 
generation who will in turn take custody of our 
beautiful country.  

As we celebrate 100 years of Madiba, it would be 
remiss of me to conclude this report without quoting 

some of his most famous, wise and motivating 
words. The following sums it up well for me:

“I am fundamentally an optimist. Whether that 
comes from nature or nurture, I cannot say. Part 
of being optimistic is keeping one’s head pointed 
toward the sun, one’s feet moving forward. There 
were many dark moments when my faith in 
humanity was sorely tested, but I would not and 
could not give myself up to despair. That way lays 
defeat and death.”

Roy Mnisi
Executive Director
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Economic Report 2018
INTRODUCTION
At the time of the 2017 MBSA Annual Conference there was a pervasive hope that building conditions would 
improve during the next twelve months. However, trading conditions have remained difficult. In certain 
segments of the building market, business conditions are still tough with fewer new projects coming out 
on tender. Consequently, competition in tendering remains keen and building tender prices remain under 
pressure. In an environment of low economic growth, several construction firms have since folded or have 
gone into business rescue. The authorities seem to be paying only lip service to the notion that the building 
industry is “the engine for growth”. To make matters worse, in the run-up to the general election in 2019, 
public capital expenditure on new construction is to be cut in favour of current expenditure on salaries 
and wages of government workers. Nevertheless, there is light at the end of the tunnel. It manifests in a 
recent new, more business-friendly political realignment in the country. 
 
INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC ECONOMIC GROWTH
The developed countries seem to be experiencing more stable growth rates than the developing nations. 
The July 2018 edition of the Nedbank Guide to the Economy provides an informative summary of economic 
trends in the global and domestic environment:

Global economic growth continues to be broadly supportive, but overall conditions have become less 
conducive, with a stronger dollar hurting emerging market currencies and capital markets. The oil price 
has also remained relatively high, adding to inflationary pressures in many of these countries. Trade wars 
are worsening, with retaliatory moves against the US likely to affect small open economies the most. 

The domestic economy contracted sharply in the first quarter of 2018 and early signs suggest that there 
was little improvement in the second quarter. Despite improved confidence and some monetary easing, 
consumers remained under pressure due to tax hikes and static personal incomes. Fixed investment has 
failed to pick up as demand remains weak and policy uncertainty continues. Recent rand weakness has 
raised the risk of an early tightening in monetary policy.

Despite these negative factors, the Nedbank Economic Unit expects SA gross domestic product to expand 
by 1.5% during 2018. This could follow the pedestrian rise of 1.3% in 2017. With population growth 
exceeding production and income growth, unemployment is rising. Foreign investors are eyeing the move 
to expropriate land without compensation with a jaundiced eye. It is against the background of a weak 
economy that the performance of the building and construction sector should be evaluated.

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION DEMAND LEVELS
As was mentioned in our Introduction, total building and construction demand levels remain weak. It is 
best to view the sub-sectors individually. According to the SA Reserve Bank, investment in the residential 
sector dropped by -4% during 2016 and rose by 2% in 2017. The non-residential sector fared much worse, 
declining by -2% during 2015, by -5% in 2016 and by a further -6% during 2017. Thus, since 2014, the 
cumulative decrease in investment in the non-residential sector is roughly 13%. Total investment in the 
building sector shrunk by -4% in 2016 and by -2% in 2017. It is obvious that declining work levels have 
a negative effect on employment and the profitability of building firms.

However, since 2012, the construction works sector has put in a good performance, growing by 12% in 
2013, by 3% in 2014, by 5% in 2015 and by 4% in 2016. The drop of -2% in 2017 suggests that a peak in 
activity levels has been recorded. Indeed, many megaprojects have been completed and further declines 
in demand levels are to be expected. These annual percentage changes in investment levels are presented 
in the accompanying table. 
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Real Investment in Buildings and Construction Works: Annual Percentage Changes 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Residential -5 2 4 9 5 -4 2

Non-residential 7 -1 1 7 -2 -5 -6

Total building -6 0 3 8 1 -4 -2

Construction works 5 -1 12 3 5 4 -2

Total building & 
construction works

1 0 8 5 4 1 -2

Source: SA Reserve Bank.

In the accompanying graph of investment in residential buildings one can find evidence of strong cycles 
of long duration. These cycles can last from 16 to 20 years. They are related to population growth and 
population migration patterns. Essentially, these are long term housing demand factors. However, in the 
short term, movements in demand levels in the residential sector of the building market are driven by 
several cyclical forces.

Included amongst these driving short-term forces are: movements in interest rates, the availability of 
mortgage finance, changes in income levels, the debt levels of consumers, as well as trends in urbanisation 
and building costs. According to seasonally adjusted investment data compiled by the South African 
Reserve Bank during the first quarter of 2018, the housing sector dropped by -4.2% year-on-year. Several 
factors could explain this decrease, inter alia, still high consumer debt levels, very slow growth in personal 
income levels because of high taxes and rising utility costs, as well as higher building costs. 

In the non-residential sector of the market there is less evidence of building cycles of long duration. In 
contrast to housing, cycles appear shorter and sharper. This is the case because many large property 
developments are funded by financial institutions that are less sensitive to movements in interest rates 
than are housing stakeholders. Nevertheless, periodic downswings in non-residential demand levels have 
a detrimental effect on employment levels and the sustainability of building firms. This is currently the 
case, with signs of overbuilding in offices and shopping centres. Since the all-time peak activity level was 
recorded in 2008, the cumulative decline has been roughly -22%. 
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The accompanying table provides data up to June 2018 on the numbers of square metres completed in 
the metropolitan and other urban areas. Observe the decline in the affordable housing and dwelling house 
categories. As general housing affordability has dropped, consumers have opted for reduced living space. 
Hence, completions of townhouses and flats have risen strongly since 2014/15. 

Private sector: Numbers of square metres

Buildings Completed 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Affordable housing < 80m² 848 993 745 746 789 023 546 193

Dwelling houses > 80m² 3 088 927 3 109 489 2 923 062 2 780 496

Flats & townhouses 1 109 751 1 315 251 1 431 311 1 579 664

Other residential 101 985 34 195 268 167 52 085

Total residential 5 149 656 5 204 681 5 411 563 4 958 438

Additions & alterations: residential 1 111 932 1 200 929 1 191 450 1 141 217

Non-res: Offices 692 298 697 027 514 115 548 141

Non-res: Shopping 529 113 661 140 666 853 706 747

Non-res: Industrial 951 444 1 083 053 1 057 973 1 149 632

Non-res: Other 188 775 261 528 232 811 261 478

Total non-residential 2 361 630 2 702 748 2 471 752 2 665 998

Additions & alterations:  
Other bldgs.

486 082 372 986 383 678 407 206

Total Add & Alt 1 598 014 1 573 915 1 575 128 1 548 423

Grand total 9 109 300 9 481 344 9 458 443 9 172 859

Annual percentage change Total 2.0% 4.1% -0.2% -3.0%

Source: Statistics South Africa. 2014/15 means the twelve-month period July 2014 to June 2015, etc.
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The increases recorded in completions data for the non-residential market do not seem to agree with the 
drop in the SA Reserve Bank investment figures mentioned above. The explanation is that the completions 
data refer to the private sector, whereas the investment figures include both private and public sector 
data. Indeed, according to Statistics South Africa, public sector investment in non-residential buildings 
dropped sharply during 2017. The accompanying table of public capital expenditure on new non-residential 
construction shows a real drop of -21.1%. In 2017, despite a dire need for extra spending on waterworks 
in a drought environment, capital spending declined in real terms by -21.7%. Overall, the real drop in 
public capital expenditure on new construction during 2017 was almost -8%. 

Capital Expenditure by Public Sector Institutions for Financial Years

Type of Expenditure 
Rand Million

2016 2017 Percentage
change in
nominal
terms

Percentage
change in
real
terms

Residential Buildings 1 050 1 065 1.4 -3.8

Non-residential Buildings 21 266 17 679 -16.9 -21.1

Roads, Streets & Bridges 17 790 22 660 27.4 20.8

Airports 961 3 -99.7 -99.7

Canals, Pipelines & Tunnels 1 121 50 -95.5 -95.8

Port Facilities 32 211 559.4 525.6

Sewerage & Sanitation 1 899 2 680 41.1 33.9

Electricity 71 826 74 670 4.0 -1.4

Community & Social Works 1 887 2 832 50.1 42.4

Refuse Sites 457 232 -49.2 -51.8

Water 14 434 11 898 -17.6 -21.8

Other New Construction Works 60 979 54 365 -10.8 -15.4

TOTAL 193 702 188 345 -2.8 -7.7

Source: Stats SA Release P9101

In summary, real demand levels in the building and construction industry have dropped during recent 
years. This has led to difficult trading conditions with pressure on profitability and employment levels. 

PROFITABILITY OF BUILDING CONTRACTORS
It is widely known that the construction industry is subject to strong cyclical forces. One of the consequences 
of cyclical instability is that the profitability of contracting comes under pressure when new building work 
is scarce.

To try and measure movements in building profitability, the Bureau for Economic Research (BER) conducts 
a business survey every quarter. The respondents to the survey are asked whether their profitability has 
improved or deteriorated during the past year. The percentage of BER respondents reporting growth in 
their profitability then becomes a proxy for profitability itself. The current reading is 36 (refer graph). This 
means that a net 36% of BER respondents perceive their profitability to be better than a year ago. Yet, this 
finding also suggests that a majority of BER respondents view the profitability of their firms to be worse 
than a year ago. The long-run average of the cyclical indicator is 33%. Hence, current levels of profitability 
can be viewed as “just about average”. This finding comports with earlier observations, viz. that economic 
growth and building demand are weak. Nevertheless, the current profitability situation seems better than 
it was during 2009 around the time of the global financial crisis. 



LIQUIDATIONS OF CONSTRUCTION FIRMS
Cyclical instability in the building industry is likely to impact negatively on the well-being of contractors. 
This happens because the industry itself is a high-risk industry with constant business pressures like 
fluctuating work levels, coupled with bottlenecks in the supplies of materials and labour, especially skilled 
labour. One of the many functions of construction management is to strive for an even workload to retain 
skilled staff. During an economic downturn, credit is usually hard to come by and cash flows come under 
pressure. This observation has recently been borne out by a multi-year survey of construction managers 
at the 2018 Stellenbosch Construction Management Programme. It was found that the most important 
reason that South African construction companies fail is because of late payments to main contractors by 
clients and because of late payments to sub-contractors by main contractors.
 
According to data compiled by Statistics South Africa, in the two-year period 2000/01, roughly 500 South 
African registered construction firms were liquidated. Since then there has been a significant drop in this 
number. In 2016, there were 93 construction firms that went under, followed by 91 during 2017. Based 
on data up to June 2018, the estimate for the full year could be 75 to 80 construction companies. Yet, 
this decrease in liquidations hides the fact that several large construction firms have recently folded or 
gone into business rescue. This finding implies that many workers are retrenched resulting in a drop in the 
skilled and unskilled labour force. When training programmes take a back seat in an economic downturn, 
the outcome is a perennial shortage of skilled and semi-skilled labour during a recovery phase in the 
business cycle.
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CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT: FORMAL SECTOR
Statistics South Africa monitors employment in the formal construction sector by means of surveys 
amongst formal business enterprises. According to these surveys, 610 000 workers were employed in the 
first quarter of 2018. This figure can be compared to peak employment levels of 650 000 workers recorded 
during the construction boom in 2007/08. The percentage difference in formal employment is -6.2%, 
another sign of an industry under pressure.



CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT: FORMAL AND INFORMAL SECTORS
A separate Statistics South Africa labour force survey conducted amongst households during the second 
quarter of 2018 yielded a total figure of 1 476 000 workers employed in construction. If we subtract the 
610 000 workers employed in the formal sector, that leaves 866 000 workers employed in the informal 
construction sector. This finding suggests that informal construction is soaking up rising unemployment in 
the country. This analysis also suggests that for each existing job in the formal construction sector, almost 
one and a half additional jobs are found in the informal construction sector. 

BUILDING COSTS
The Contract Price Adjustment Provisions (CPAP) are compiled by Statistics South Africa. These indices 
reflect movements in the input costs of building contractors. They are based on a combination of producer 
price indices of construction materials and the consumer price index, representing labour. 

The Bureau for Economic Research (BER) compiles a building tender price index based on an analysis 
of accepted tenders. Thus, it represents builders’ tender prices, as faced by clients. Movements in this 
unique index, called the BER Building Cost Index, reflects changing market conditions. Research has 
shown that movements in tender prices are sensitive to movements in the business cycle (i.e. building 
demand fluctuations). During good times, tender prices rise more rapidly than during bad times, implying 
that builders are able to widen their profit margins. However, during bad times, builders are obliged to 
trim their profit margins and their tender prices then rise less rapidly than their input costs. A case in 
point would be the years 2016 and 2017 when tendering competition was keen and tender prices rose less 
rapidly than builders’ input costs. 

The available figures up to mid-2018 show that builders’ input costs are in line with overall inflation, as 
measured by the consumer price index (currently 5.1% year-on-year in July 2018). However, tender 
prices are forecast to rise by 9.1% on average in 2018. The explanation for this above-inflation increase 
is because it represents the average of low tender prices in Gauteng and much higher tender prices in the 
coastal regions, especially KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape. The degree of competition in tendering 
plays a crucial role in the growth in tender prices. Keener tendering competition in Gauteng is putting a 
dampener on tender price increases in that region of the country. Though consumers may regard building 
costs as unusually high, it should be acknowledged that builders must operate profitably because they 
make an important contribution to the provision of physical infrastructure in the country. 
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Builders’ input costs and their tender prices: Annual percentage changes

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

CPAP Work Group 
180 (Housing)

5.7 6.4 6.6 3.4 6.4 5.7 3.5

CPAP Work Group 
181 (Commercial & 
Industrial Buildings)

5.8 6.2 6.6 2.5 6.4 6.2 4.4

BER Tender prices 6.9 7.2 10.2 4.0 5.1 5.4 9.1

 

Summary and conclusions
Analysis shows that the South African building and construction industry is experiencing a difficult period 
in its cyclical history. Overall building demand levels are poor, against the background of a lacklustre 
macroeconomy. Public capital expenditure, in total and on new construction, is being cut back. Consequently, 
employment and profitability are under pressure. So are tender prices, especially those in the inland 
regions of the country. As could be expected, several construction firms have folded, resulting in the loss 
of skilled and semi-skilled labour. Yet, against a backdrop of rising nationwide unemployment, the informal 
construction sector is soaking up many unemployed workers. No short-term building recovery is in sight, 
but with a more business-friendly political realignment in place, economic prospects could improve during 
coming years.                     

Dr Johan Snyman
               Medium-Term Forecasting Associates

 Stellenbosch, 24 August 2018 
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Contractual and Legal Committee Report

1. INTRODUCTION
The Contractual and Legal Committee (Committee) is primarily responsible for drafting and reviewing 
existing standards forms of construction contracts. The Committee is also responsible for providing advice 
to the Federation on various aspects of contractual matters, as well as making inputs to the JBCC suite of 
widely used construction contracts in the sector. 

 2. COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The Committee, comprising of representatives of Master Builders South Africa (MBSA) members, meets 
quarterly with the objective of carrying out its review and advisory role. The Chairperson for the period 
under review was MBA Western Cape Executive Director, Allen Bodill. 

Membership of the Committee was as follows in 2017/18

Name Designation Association
Bodill A Chairperson MBA Western Cape
Garner J Member MBA Western Cape
Bain C Member MBA Western Cape
Behardien M Member MBA KZN
Stembridge R Member MBA KZN
Heyneke J Member AAAMSA
Van Rensburg L Member MBA EC
Olivier  G Member MBA EC
Steele G Member MBA EC
Andrews G Member MBA EC
Vermaas F Member MBA Free State
Thomas   J Member SARCEA
Human E Member MBA North
Richardson B Member SARACCA

 3. KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE PERIOD
 3.1 Review of the Standard Forms of Contracts 
The Committee reviewed the following standards forms of contract during the year under review:
a)   House Building & Small Contracts Agreement, March 2005 Edition
 This Agreement is suitable for use with or without an Agent. 
b)  Domestic Subcontract Agreement, March 2014 Edition
  This Agreement is intended for use in conjunction with the JBCC Principal Building Agreement Edition 

6.1 – March 2014.
c)  Labour Only Subcontract, February 2006 Edition
  This Agreement is intended for use in cases where the Contractor supplies all materials to the Labour 

Only Subcontractor.
d)  Agreement for Renovation and Refurbishment Work to Existing Premises, February 2006 Edition
  This Agreement is recommended for use where an existing building is to be repaired, renovated or 

refurbished.

Issuing the revised Agreements was held in abeyance pending finalization of the JBCC Principal Building 
Agreement Edition 6.2 which was finalized in May 2018. Documents a) and d) above are due for revision/
updating.



JBBB Principal Building Agreement Edition 6.2
Two members of the Committee also served on the JBCC Task Team responsible for finalizing the Principal 
Building Agreement Edition 6.2. Edition 6.2 was finalized in May 2018 and but had not been published at 
the end of the period under review. 

 4. LIAISON WITH RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS
Under the Committee, MBSA continued to participate in various stakeholders’ forum discussion affecting 
contractual matters in the construction industry. MBSA has participated in the CIDB’s stakeholders’ 
engagement forum dealing with a wide range of matters, including but not limited to the three standards: 
The Standard for Prompt Payment on Construction Works Contracts; The Standard for Prompt Payment on 
Professional Services providers; The Standard for Adjudication were discussed at this meeting, of which I 
will provide guidance below on the proposed changes and inputs given to these standards. 
MBSA was also part of the NHBRC’s Industry Advisory Committee. 

5. 2017/18 CONGRESS BREAKAWAY RESOLUTIONS

The 2017/18 OHS Congress Breakaway session passed the following Resolution:

Discussion Point Action Point Resolution

Importance of 
unaltered contracts 
(specifically referring 
to JBCC version 6.1.)
 

•  Challenges are experienced when 
standard contracts are amended (by 
those who do not have the necessary 
expertise)

•  Changes leads to this management 
tool to significantly move the risk and 
responsibility to the contractor and 
subcontractors. 

•  These changes usually refer to matters 
of payment: pay when paid clauses that 
are included, leading to bankrolling of 
either government or contractors.

•  Changes (in principle) to 
these agreements are not 
objected to. 

•  If changes need to happen, 
referral of the matter to a 
competent attorney with 
experience of JBCC contracts 
to make changes.

•  Clarification of proposed 
changes by session should be 
addressed (and clarification 
of the Principal Agent – a 
competent person.)

Steps towards 
issuance of Practical 
and Final Completion 
Certificates

•  What is important is that the contract 
requires that there is only one list 
that should be compiled for practical 
completion, with no changes. The final 
completion list can however be added to. 

•  Sectional completion is problematic 
if not used correctly. This leads to 
duplication of insurance costs.
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Discussion Point Action Point Resolution

Grounds for 
extension of Practical 
Completion and 
Dispute Resolution

•  Compliance with notifications are very 
important.

•  “Don’t be embarrassed to submit a claim 
or notice”.

•  Extension of time claims can be referred 
to adjudication immediately, provided 
that the procedure set out in clause 40.1 
is carefully followed.

•  Adjudication provides a good oversight 
and is a quick process. An adjudication 
determination is binding and must be 
implemented, but could be amended 
or reversed if timeously referred for 
arbitration 

•  Matter of Deemed Refusal 
under the Principal Building 
Agreement, needs to change 
to a positive action that needs 
to be changed to the contrary. 

CIDB Standards for 
prompt payment 
regulations on 
construction works 
contracts and 
adjudication

•  The delays in the enactment of the 
Sector Codes, and prompt payment 
regulations, leads to severe impacts on 
the industry. The problem of them being 
“Best Practice”, and not being legally 
enforceable Regulations remains. This 
requires an amendment to the CIDB Act.

•  The MBSA Should issue 
recommendations to the 
Competition Commission 
on the participation ban of 
industry members on the 
CIDB and relevant boards. 

CIDB Standards for 
prompt payment 
regulations on 
construction works 
contracts and 
adjudication
 

•  The Conflict of Interest raised during the 
Competition Commission presentation 
earlier requires action to take place. 

•  There is no disciplinary action for those 
CIDB listed members who do not pay 
subcontractors. The CIDB will issue a 
list of those who default on payment. 
Department of Public works will remove 
them from CIDB.

•  The PPPFA 30% subcontract value: must 
be completed by a list of subcontractors. 
Concerning and anti-competitive, and 
opens the door for corruption. 

•  The CIDB Downgrades have been 
suspended.

•  When concluding contracts, 
the names of adjudicators 
should be highlighted by the 
parties in the agreements, 
to ensure adjudication is 
followed. 

•  The adjudicator needs to 
be selected for his skills in 
regard to the specific subject 
matter of the dispute. What 
is necessary, and included in 
JBCC Agreements, is a default 
nominating body, should 
the parties not agree on an 
appointment within a stated 
period. JBCC specify Assoc 
Arbitrators (SA) for this. 
That ensures an appropriate 
nomination.

Conclusion
The year saw a lot of engagement taking place regarding various contractual issues. The government’s 
proposal to have a suite of state contract has been one area of interest to the industry and we believe—and 
hope--that the National Treasury will take into account inputs made by all key stakeholders. 

We continue to encourage Contractors and members of the public to use the MBSA standard agreements 
and to avoid unnecessary amendments that usually create more challenges, in the event of a dispute 
between the parties to the agreement. Due to some delays in finalizing the contracts, updated versions of 
the agreements are going to be issued in the ensuing year of 2018/19. 



Lack of Prompt Payment Regulations in public contracts continue to adversely affects contractors and 
subcontractors, as they have no viable means of pursuing valid claims for payment. We continue to stress 
the point, that it need not take years to introduce legally enforceable provisions for both adjudication and 
prompt payment, and that it needs to be recognised that efforts by both Government and the construction 
industry to effect transformation by providing conditions under which the industry can prosper, have been 
materially hampered by the absence of such protection.

MBSA will continue to engage all key stakeholders including CIDB, Treasury Department, Department of 
Public Works, etc, to ensure that current challenges are minimised for the development of construction 
industry.

Allen Bodill
Chairman
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Education, Training and Transformation 
Committee Report
1. INTRODUCTION
Education, Training and Transformation Committee (ET&T Committee) is a Standing committee of Master 
Builders South Africa (MBSA). This period saw the merger of the MBSA Education and Training Committee 
and the Transformation Committee. The primary role of the ET&T Committee is to advise the MBSA Board 
on all education, training and transformation related matters in the built environment.
Education and skills development is an integral part of transformation hence the need for a proactive skills 
strategy which addresses the needs of South Africa and the construction industry for a productive and 
inclusive economic growth path.

2. ET&T COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The ET&T Committee, comprising of representatives of MBSA members, meets quarterly with the objective 
of discussing national education, training and transformation matters. The Chairperson for the period 
under review was Vikashnee Harbhajan, Executive Director of Master Builders KwaZulu-Natal.

Membership of the ET&T Committee was as follows in 2017 / 18

Name Designation Association
Harbhajan V Chairperson MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Townsend C Member MBA East Cape 
Strydom J Member MBA East Cape
Steele GB Member MBA East Cape
Sharpe K Member MBA East Cape
Harris I Member MBA Free State
Du Plessis F Member MBA Free State
Maharaj P Member MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Smith V Member MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Mphomela M Member MBA North
Duncan N Member MBA North
Mphepho K Member MBA North
Bodill A Member MBA Western Cape
Keal A Member MBA Western Cape
Thomas J Member SARCEA

3. KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE PERIOD

3.1  Education and Training Business Plan
A business plan intended to provide guidance and funding towards the facilitation of skills training and 
the undertaking of the delegation of Development Quality Partner and Assessment Quality Partner, was 
finalised and approved by the Board during the year under review. The Plan will be implemented in due 
course pending the finalisation of capacity constraints. 

Quality Council for Trades and Occupations
a) Development Quality Partner (DQP)
The occupations – concreter, carpenter and joiner, joiner/wood machinist, plasterer, scaffolder, roofer and 
wall and roof tiler were identified for qualification development. MBSA invited proposals from Qualification 
Development Facilitators to facilitate this process. To meet professional costs of engaging the Facilitators, 
MBSA is actively engaging with various funding agencies to secure funding. Parallel to this process, MBSA 
has identified the capacity constraints that may impede the success of this process and is considering 



engaging a full-time Education, Training and Transformation official who will be responsible for this 
initiative, among others.

b) Assessment Quality Partner (AQP)
The CIDB-MBSA Partnership Plan on this initiative has been finalised and forms part of the MBSA Business 
Plan. MBSA is negotiating with the Construction Education and Training Authority (CETA) for financial 
and other support required for the plan to be implemented. This initiative will also form part of the 
responsibilities of the Education, Training and Transformation official mentioned above. 

3.2 Skills Colloquium
Following the outcomes of the Skills Development session at the 2017 MBSA Congress, a resolution 
was taken to host a skills colloquium. A Skills Development Colloquium was held on 08 March 2018 
at the offices of Master Builders Kwa-Zulu Natal. The event was attended by more than 30 delegates 
and included representation from the CETA, QCTO, CIDB, SAFCEC, PPC and all Associations. To ensure 
effective implementation of the resolutions emanating from the colloquium, the Committee allocated four 
Associations to be champions as follows:
•  Making construction a career of choice  - MBA North
•  Addressing the shortage of artisans in the industry  - MBA WC
•  Qualifications in the Construction Industry  - EC MBA
•  SMME Development - MBA KZN

The champions are now developing action plans for implementation which will be monitored at Committee 
meetings. The process is ongoing.

4. MBSA / UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG (UJ) MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
The Memorandum of Agreement signed between MBSA and the University of Johannesburg (UJ) has not yet 
been fully implemented in the period under review due to logistical challenges. In terms of the Agreement, 
MBSA and UJ collaborated to establish a dedicated independent research centre which would offer an 
analytical rigour to issues facing the industry and also provide critical knowledge for the development of 
the industry. The primary objectives of the Centre are to provide credible information to the Construction 
and Civil Engineering industry which is supported by robust scientific research; provide critical decision 
support for the built environment industry, both the private and public institutions etc. Some of the 
research to be commissioned under the Centre would relate to and provide solutions to the challenge of 
skills development. 

It is envisaged that the agreement would be fully implemented in the new financial year.

Skills 
Colloquium 
KwaZulu-Natal 
8 March 2018
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5. ASSOCIATION INITIATIVES
It is significant to note that notwithstanding the industry downturn, construction companies continued to 
ensure ongoing training, with a special focus on health and safety compliance and skills training, ranging 
from e-learning to short courses, learnerships and apprenticeships. Contractor and foreman development 
have also received significant attention.

During the period under review, Associations implemented 2 449 training interventions.

With the demand for CDP points, some Associations are now offering CPD points from the South African 
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (SAIOSH) and South African Council for the Project and 
Construction Management Professions (SACPCMP).

In keeping with the request of clients, training is now offered over the weekends and in the evening upon 
request. 

To support members with compliance, 137 workplace skills plans were completed and submitted to the 
relevant SETA.

Master Builders KwaZulu-Natal’s Vuka Makhi Programme which was established with the view of grooming 
deserving learners from previously disadvantage communities and taking them from education to 
employment has grown from strength to strength. There are 80 participants, of which 40 are pursuing 
studies in Institutions of Higher Learning and the remaining 40 are in Grades 11 and 12.

In pursuance of the greater transformation agenda, bursaries for construction studies are also offered.

6. TRANSFORMATION 
“While the contracting sector is transforming in terms of black-ownership at the level of 
the small contractor, representation by black-owned medium and large contractors has not 
increased significantly over the past three years – and does not represent an inclusive industry.” 

This is according to the CIDB report issued in January 2018.

It is opportune to highlight some of the key transformational commitments in the Transformation Declaration 
signed at the 2016 MBSA Congress, which underpins the transformation agenda of MBSA.  These include: 
•  Development of transparent, specific, realistic and measurable transformation strategies.
•  Support, promote and align to the sector and country’s transformation imperatives.
•  Active promotion of industry as accessible to and inclusive of all South Africans who historically had 

restricted access to opportunities in building industry trades, occupations and/or professions.
•  Introduction of measures aimed at identifying and ensuring the elimination of barriers to entry or 

assimilation, and integration of emerging contractors into the mainstream of the country’s construction 
economy value chain, through the introduction of SMME development and incubation programmes.

•  Partner, form alliances and collaborate with like-minded industry stakeholders for the progressive 
realisation of MBSA transformation declaration.

•  Transformation strategies be reviewed and aligned to achieve accelerated economic transformation. 
•  Companies and stakeholders should demonstrate how it will support, promote and align to the sector 

and country’s transformation imperatives.
•  A coordinated approach to identifying and ensuring the elimination of barriers to entry or assimilation 

and integration of emerging contractors into the mainstream of the country’s construction economy 
value chain be developed. 

•  Key industry stakeholder partnerships and alliances be formed with a view to collaboration on 
progressive realisation of industry transformation.

•  Consolidated reporting on transformation initiatives are imperative.
•  Increased access to education and skills development 
•  Increased job creation to reduce unemployment and poverty.



•  Improved implementation and monitoring of the legislation and Regulations – greater enforcement.
 
This period saw the gazetting of the Construction Sector Code. Mr Thabo Masombuka, CEO of the Charter 
Council announced that the CSCC believed that the implementation of the Construction Sector Code would 
address inequalities in the industry, unlock the sector’s potential and enhance its growth. 

The Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2017 brought about various reforms relating to inclusive 
procurement that will also respond to the transformation agenda of the country. 

There are continued efforts to assist members who are facing challenges with compliance of relevant 
legislation. 

We are pleased to highlight that Dolly Joyce Tembe was elected MBSA Vice-President for part of the period 
under review. 

7. CONCLUSION
It is imperative for the South African Construction industry to drive sustainable development together. As 
such the delivery of quality and relevant training and skills development, bearing in mind the impact of 
the 4th industrial revolution must be prioritised. The ability of the construction industry to transform is 
underpinned by the supply and availability of skills. 

Despite commitment and efforts made in various quarters both in the sector and by government, the pace 
of industry transformation remains unsatisfactory. MBSA will continue to work with all key stakeholders 
who share a vision of a fully transformed industry with equal opportunities for all. 

We must recognize and applaud the several initiatives in place by the various stakeholder bodies. However, 
these efforts are fragmented. A consolidated report on such initiatives will place the industry in a better 
position to accurately measure progress. Most importantly, the time is now for an accelerated approach in 
transforming the construction industry.

Vikashnee Harbhajan
Chairperson
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Executive Committee Report

1. INTRODUCTION
The Executive Committee (Committee) is the apex committee meeting in between the Board’s meeting to 
consider matters for recommendation to the Board, approval of decisions before Board meetings and to 
ensure that all Board resolutions are timely implemented. 

The Committee took over the role of the now-defunct Development and Finance Committee which was 
primarily responsible for the oversight role on all finance related matters.

Membership of the Committee was as follows in 2017/18

Name Designation Association
Matthews J Chairperson MBSA President
Bodill A Member MBA Western Cape
Harbhajan V Member MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Mphomela M Member MBA North
Steel G B Member East Cape MBA

2. COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The Committee, comprised of the Office Bears and Directors from the bigger Association as highlighted 
below. The Chairperson for the period under review was MBSA President John Matthews.

3. KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE PERIOD
3.1 Review of the 2017/18 Annual Financial Statements
The financial statements of MBSA have been prepared on the going concern basis.

The Committee reviewed the 2017/18 audited Annual Financial Statements and recommend them for approval 
by the Board. The Board approved the Annual Financial Statements on 16 August 2018 for presentation to the 
AGM. The Auditors conclusion was that, the Financial Statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of Master Builders South Africa as at 30 June 2018, and its financial performance and cash 
flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and 
Medium-sized Entities.

3.2 MBSA Revenue Streams

3.2.1 Corporate and Affiliate Members Annual Subscription fee
MBSA’s main source of income is from its corporate and affiliate members’ annual subscription fees based 
on membership numbers and economic component. Though the subscription amounts keeps MBSA going 
and able to achieve many of its strategic objectives, they are not adequate to enable MBSA to fully achieve 
its objective of ensuring that the building and construction industry plays a constructive role within the 
country’s economic growth.

At its January 2018 Strategic session, the Board resolved to pursue increasing its membership categories 
not only to generate income but also increasing its value add to the industry. 

3.2.2. Sponsorships from industry role players
Owing to tough economic times, MBSA has not received significant sponsorship from sponsors operating 
within the built environment. However the Committee reports that there were few companies such as FEM, 
PPC which sponsored its 2018 Congress. MBSA is grateful to all role players supporting its initiatives and 
programmes. 



3.3 Financial Oversight
The Committee reviewed management’s quarterly financial reporting to ensure that there are no 
unauthorized, wasteful and fruitless expenditures. 

The Committee reports that the Federation did not incur any unauthorized, wasteful and fruitless 
expenditure during the year under review. 

4. COMMITTEE SERVING AS A NOMINATION COMMITTEE
During the period under review, the Committee has served as a nomination committee, overseeing the 
Board election process as well as nomination of Board members to external boards and committee such as 
the CETA Board, JBCC Board and Committees, CIDB Stakeholders Engagement Forum, BUSA etc. 

5. CONCLUSION
The Federation’s system of financial management is adequate and effective. The Committee observed 
the Federation’s thrifty and careful spending during the year. Most resolutions of the Board were fully 
implemented during the year under review. The Committee thank management and the Board for their 
support and commitment to sound financial management. 

John Matthews
Chairman
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1. INTRODUCTION
The well-being of member companies’ workforces together with safe working conditions on construction 
sites remains a fundamental objective of Master Builders South Africa (MBSA). It strives to achieve this 
by coordinating various interventions which are executed by the Master Builders Associations (MBA’s) who 
play a vital role in delivering advice and services to employers on building sites throughout the country.
 
The organisation is proud to have been at the forefront of promoting occupational health and safety in the 
Building Industry for many decades. 

2. COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
The Committee, comprising of representatives of MBSA members, meets quarterly with the objective of 
carrying out its coordinating role. The Chairperson for the period under review was Greg Steele, Executive 
Director: MBA East Cape.

Membership of the Committee was as follows in 2017/18

Name Designation Association
Steele G B Chairperson East Cape MBA
Liebenberg W Member MBA Boland
Dempers M (Ms) Member MBA Boland
Maarman L Member MBA Boland
Vermaak D (Ms) Member East Cape MBA
Olivier G Alternate East Cape MBA
De Bruyn N Member MBA Free State
Claassen S Member MBA Free State
Enslin N Member MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Matai T Member MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Harbhajan V (Ms) Alternate MBA KwaZulu-Natal
Roets G Member MBA North
Mabuza Z Member MBA North
Van As M Member MBA North
Mukwevho C Member MBA North
Kok M Member MBA North
Bester D Member MBA Western Cape
Mtyalela D Member MBA Western Cape

3. KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE PERIOD
3.1 National Safety Competition
In terms of the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act No. 130 of 1993 (COID Act), all 
construction industry employers are required to be registered with either the Compensation Commissioner 
(housed within the Department of Labour, DoL) or the Federated Employers’ Mutual Assurance Company 
Limited, FEM, and are required to report occupational injuries within seven days after such injuries 
occurred, and occupational diseases within fourteen days of diagnosis.

For years, MBSA has taken pride in arranging and executing the regional and national occupational health 
and safety competitions, thanks to the financial support of FEM. The competition requires substantial 
funding as the process includes the Auditing of Building sites through South Africa by MBSA certified 
auditors using MBSA’s detailed National OHS Audit System. Notwithstanding this, companies are not 
currently expected to pay to enter the competition. 

Occupational Health and Safety Committee Report



Although the aim of the competition is to “name and fame” those companies that are compliant with the 
law and provide a safe working environment for all employees thereby promoting and advancing best 
practice in the Industry. Areas of non-compliance are also noted and corrective measures are recommended 
for further improvement. We have seen a dramatic improvement in Health & Safety on Building Sites 
throughout the country as well as a greater buy-in for the many benefits of good Health & Safety Practices. 

During the 2018 audits, the following shortcomings on some of the sites have been noted:
•  Written arrangements with regards to SHE -Rep, First Aider (37.2) are not implemented as per the 

agreement between the CP and Sub-Contractor.
•  Baseline Risk assessments are used during the project execution phase instead of Issue Base Risk 

assessment meaning that the specific risks for the project are not controlled.
•  CR 2014 Definition of Competent person not fully understood as most of the managements/supervisor’s 

appointments does not have any OHS/ACT certificates as per CR 2014 Definition of Competent person: 
b) a person needs to be familiar with the ACT and with applicable regulations made under the Act.

•  Fall Protection Plan not project specific but generic, the rescue plan is not appropriate for the site in 
question.

•  Fire Risk identified but controls not implemented
•  Health survey recommendation not implemented on the site
•  Poor Sub-Contractor Management for their tools identification and registers/checklist
•  Sites with more than 200 employees (Combined PC and Sub -Contractor) but with only 2 First Aiders 

appointed 
•  Emergency contingency plan not available for site
•  PPE needs analysis identified but not implemented
•  Storage of HCS need improvement (Containment)

3.2 Other matters covered in the Committee’s Agenda during the year
The Committee, holds an annual workshop with the OHS Managers of the various MBA’s where, in 
collaboration with relevant stakeholders, current affairs and tendencies are aired, debated and actions are 
formulated. 

Matters of interest on the 2017/18 agenda included the following:
•  OHS Documentation: 
  -  The annual review of the MBSA National Audit System and the drafting of an audit system suitable 

for plant yards, and allied trades premises.
  -  The annual review of the Regulating Policy for the Master Builders South Africa Annual National 

Safety Competition, Star Grading and Auditors Examination
•  Draft Asbestos Abatement Regulations: Related workshops were conducted and comments to the draft 

Regulations were sent to the Department of Labour.
•  National Safety Competition: A review of findings and recommendations from the previous year’s 

national safety competition audit team.
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•  Review of categories for the National Safety Competition: The categories for the National Safety 
Competition were reviewed and the following categories were approved at the workshop:

Ref. Category Details

A Plant & Storage Yard Contractors yards

B1 Allied Trades Builders Merchants, Formwork & Scaffold Providers, Storage Yards, 
etc.

B2 Manufacturers Joinery, Aluminium Window/Door Warehouse & Factory, etc.

C Building Sites Contract Sums Less than R15m

D Building Sites Contract Sums from R15m to R40m

E Building Sites Contract Sums from R40m to R100m

F Building Sites Contract Sums from R100m to R250m

G Building Sites Contract Sums from R250m to R450m

H Building Sites Contract Sums from R450m to R750m

I Building Sites Contract sums R750m plus

3.3 Constant engagement with FEM
As part of the liaison with FEM, MBSA representatives meet regularly to consider implementing measures 
to combat health & safety issues that have negative impact on the lives of Industry employees in the 
Building Industry including motor vehicle accidents, working at heights and occupational diseases such as 
noise induced hearing loss, one of the key occupational diseases identified by FEM. MBSA’s OHS Manager 
recently wrote an article for SA Builder Magazine on Noise Induced Hearing Loss which was published in 
the July 2018 magazine. 

FEM’s Financial Support of the OHS efforts and interventions by MBSA and the various Master Builders 
Associations has had a massive impact in saving lives and reducing lost days as a result of accidents in 
our Industry.

3.4 Occupational Health and Safety activities at Association level 
As indicated earlier the Associations are the delivery arms of the Federation and conduct extensive regional 
activities such as workshops, roadshows, seminars, etc. promoting and educating on OHS matters. These 
activities are reported on in more detail in the various association annual reports.

A number of the associations are also hosting annual Health and Safety Conferences in their regions to 
promote and enlighten member companies and their safety staff on current trends and related matters.



4. 2017/18 CONGRESS BREAKAWAY SESSION
In an effort to engage more widely on OHS matters, MBSA has also dedicated one of the breakaway 
sessions at its annual congress to Health and Safety.

The 2017 breakaway session held in Cape Town was well supported with good discussion from both 
panellists and congress delegates alike and passed the following resolutions:

Discussion Point Action Point Resolution

•  Clients demanding specific 
confidential medical 
information about employees. 

•  Annexure 3 (medical 
certificate of fitness) not 
completed in detail.

•  Clients to be educated on 
what information may be 
disclosed or not

•  Dismissal of employees is 
not permitted as a result of a 
medical condition revealed by 
a medical.

•  Disclosure of personal 
Information must only be 
shared with the relevant 
people.

•  DoL encourage the reporting 
of non-conformances and 
all reports will be handled 
anonymously.

•  Labour brokers who supply 
labour to contractors will be 
responsible for the OHS of 
their employees. 

•  Principal Contractors (PC) 
to provide labour only 
contractors with sufficient 
information with regards to 
the scope of work.

•  More than one party to take 
responsibility before allowing 
visitors and employees onto 
site.

•  Employees still being 
transported on open and 
unprotected vehicles. 

Client specification to identify 
how employees should be 
transported to the construction 
site and workplaces. 

•  Risk assessments to be used 
to identify risks in transport 
taking into consideration the 
load of the vehicle.

•  May a registered CHS officer 
mentor a non-registered 
candidate CHS Officer 

•  Yes •  Local MBA offices to assist 
the SACPCMP regarding the 
facilitation of exam centres. 

•  Low pass rate of CHSA, 
CHSM, CHSO poses a 
challenge.

•  Confirmation letter is only 
proof of application and not 
proof of competency.

•  DoL to compile an article for 
clarity.

5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion we must again thank all Committee members, all Associations and FEM without whose 
financial support the efforts of the Federation and the Master Builders Associations would not have been 
possible.

Greg Steele
Committee Chairperson
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2018 National Safety Competition Results
Plant Yard and Manufacturers Section
n	Plant and Storage Yards – Vice-President’s Shield
1st Place: Aveng Grinaker-LTA
2nd Place: Tiber Construction (Pty) Ltd 
3rd Place: WBHO Construction (Pty) Ltd

Manufacturers and Allied Trades
n	Allied Trades – Master Builders Association Shield
1st Place: Form-Scaff East London
2nd Place: Form-Scaff Durban South
3rd Place: Peri Formwork Scaffolding Engineering (Pty) Ltd, Centurion Branch
n	Manufacturers – Master Builders Association Shield
1st Place: ER Signs and Safety (Pty) Ltd
2nd Place: Steeledale (Pty) Ltd, Pinetown
3rd Place: Much Ashpalt (Pty) Ltd, Port Elizabeth

Building Section
n	Contracts less than R10m – Chief Executive Officer’s Shield
1st Place: Patcon Building and Civil Engineering (Pty) Ltd
2nd Place: Belo & Kies Construction (Pty) Ltd
3rd Place: GVK Siya Zama Construction (Pty) Ltd
n	Contracts R10m to R25m – Safety Management Shield
1st Place: GVK Siya Zama Eastern Cape
2nd Place: Concor Western Cape
n	Contracts R25m to R75m – Ramsay Herd Shield
1st Place: Belo & Kies Construction (Pty) Ltd
2nd Place: GK Siya Zama Construction (Pty) Ltd KZN
3rd Place: Wilson Bayly Homes – Ovcon (WBHO)
n	Contracts R75m to R150m – Vice President’s Shield
1st Place:  Stefanutti Stocks Building KZN
2nd Place: GVK Siya Zama Construction (Pty) Ltd  
3rd Place: Concor Western Cape
n	Contracts R150m to R300m – President’s Shield
1st Place: Aveng Grinaker-LTA Building South
2nd Place: WBHO Construction (Pty) Ltd
3rd Place: Concor Western Cape
n	Contracts R300m to R500m – Federated Employers’ Mutual Shield
1st Place: WBHO / Sibonele Oceans JV
2nd Place: WBHO Construction (Pty) Ltd
n	Contracts R500m plus – Master Builders Association Shield
1st Place: Aveng ENZA JV
2nd Place: SSBR Kusile Building JV

2017 National Safety Competition Winners



As the most widely read magazine in the construction industry, South African Builder has a readership 
in excess of 30 000. This readership is further extended through the digital online platform at www.
sabuilder.co.za which also incorporates a comprehensive historic archive of past issues. 

The official journal of Master Builders South Africa – South African Builder – was established in 1923 
since which time it has been published monthly. The magazine has the specific purpose of disseminating 
news from the construction sector in southern Africa, and the continent of Africa, to the members of 
Master Builders Associations across South Africa, as well as to key stakeholders in the industry such as 
government departments, industry bodies and the construction industry as a whole.

NEWS REPORTING 
Throughout the year the primary aim of South African Builder is to gather and disseminate appropriate 
news of the construction sector pertinent specifically appropriate to Master Builders South Africa and its 
affiliate members; Master Builders Associations and their members in each region, and to industry bodies 
and government departments.

Throughout the period 2017/2018 numerous 
pressing issues in the construction sector were 
addressed and communicated to the SA Builder 
readership amongst which were: Transformation 
and emerging contractors; Construction health 
and safety – including the Regional and National 
Safety Competitions; Congress 2017; Skills and 
training; Non-payment by both the public and 
private sectors; Intimidation on project sites in 
KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng; and the ongoing 
deterioration of the economy and the State of 
the Construction Industry.

In October 2017 SA Builder published a detailed 
report of the 112th annual Master Builders South 
Africa Congress held on 11 and 12 September 
2017 at the Century City Conference Centre in 

Cape Town. The first day of the Congress featured robust engagement, challenging debates, thought-
provoking discussions and the sharing of knowledge, information and ideas – all linked to the theme of 
Building South Africa Together. 

Master Builders Associations and their members gathered from all regions of the country, along with 
captains of the construction industry, representatives from local and national government, economists, 
construction companies and other relevant stakeholders – to share their perspectives on issues and 
opportunities within the South African building and construction industry.

Also in attendance were Master Builders SA office bearers, Past Presidents Eunice Forbes and Nico Maas, 
as well as former Master Builders SA Operations Director – Pierre Fourie (retired).

CONSTRUCTION HEALTH AND SAFETY
Every issue of South African Builder carries a feature on Construction Health and Safety, in which topical 
issues such as scaffolding and formwork, MBA safety workshops and seminars, safety at height and 
of course the progress of the Regional Health and Safety and Master Builders National Safety Awards 
competition are covered.

Bafikile Bonke Simelane, President, Master Builders 
South Africa, declares Congress 2017 open
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SOUTH AFRICAN BUILDER: SOME OF THE NEWS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 2017/2018 PERIOD

October 2017: 
−	 	Master Builders national 

Safety Awards 2017
−	 	Dangote walks away from 

PPC deal
−	 	Clear and robust downward 

trend in construction GDP
November/December 2017:
−	 	Stefanutti Stocks scoops top 

honours at KZN Excellence in 
Construction Awards

−	 	Exciting new Black owned 
tool hire JV for KZN

−	 	Addressing the “How To” of 
Transformation

January 2018:
−	 	Construction Sector Codes 

Finally Gazetted
−	 	Africa’s Most Influential 

Women, Continental Winner – 
Vikashnee Harbhajan

−	 	Fast building but slow 
payment becoming the norm 
in SA warns JBCC 

−	 	FNB/BER Building Confidence 
Index lowest since 2012

February 2018:
−	 	The recently amended 

Construction Sector Codes 
for small businesses in the 
construction industry (Part 1 
of 3)

−	 	Emerging Contractors – 
leading by example

−	 	School of Concrete 
Technology caters for 
beginner- and skilled 
students alike

March 2018:
−	 	Advice to Western Cape 

contractors on tender 
submissions during the water 
crisis

−	 	Construction Sector Skills 
Development Colloquium 

−	 	ITC’s online certification 
programme supports skills 
development in roofing

−	 	Specialist collaboration helps 
municipalities accelerate 
service delivery to poor 
communities

April 2018:
−	 	Risks associated with 

mobile crane operations
−	 	Government re-confirms 

its commitment to 
renewable energy   

May 2018:
−	 	Sink or swim – it’s your 

call – From the desk of the 
President of MBSA

−	 	Construction Regulations: 
Driven Machinery and 
Pressure Equipment 

−	 	Durban building collapse – 
no outcome yet

−	 	Continued delays 
by Treasury hamper 
construction sector

June 2018:
−	 	MBSA Condemns Illegal 

and Violent Demands for 
Construction Work

−	 	Black Suppliers – the 
business of building 
emerging local contractors

−	 	Corobrik steps on the gas 
with multi-billion rand 
investment

−	 	SASFA to develop training 
course for building 
inspectors

−	 	SA Builder receives 
recognition at the African 
Construction Awards 2018

July 2018:
−	 	Joyce Dolly Tembe elected 

for third successive term
−	 	Another construction icon 

topples – Basil Read 
−	 	Govt’s non-payment 

key to Liviero going into 
Business Rescue

−	 	Heartening rise in non-
residential activity in 2Q2018 

August 2018:
−	 	Belos and Kies Construction 

shines in MBA FS awards 
−	 	Concrete Conference unites 

the industry
−	 	AfriSam hosts State of the 

Construction Industry

South African Builder is 
published by Malnor (Pty) Ltd 
on behalf of Master Builders 
South Africa. The magazine 
is distributed to all members 
of the Master Builders 
Associations in South Africa 
as well as to the Chartered 
Institute of Building (CIOB), 
which includes architects, 
structural engineers, quantity 
surveyors, small, medium 
and large contractors, sub 
contractors and builders 
merchants. 

South African Builder 
maintains close relationships 
with industry bodies, 
institutes and associations, 
as well as with Government 
departments and 
organisations, such as the 
Department of Public Works, 
the Department of Labour, 
the Construction Industry 
Development Board (CIDB), 
the Association of South 
African Quantity Surveyors 
(ASAQS), the SA Institute 
for Steel in Construction 
(SAISC), the SA Forum of 
Civil Engineering Contractors 
(SAFCEC), SA Institute for
Civil Engineering (SAICE), 
and important University 
construction education 
hubs such as University of 
Pretoria and Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University 
(NMMU), to name but a few.

John Thomé
Editor, South African Builder
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W R Poynton Durban 1904/06
F Turner Pretoria 1906/07
J Z Drake Cape Peninsula 1907/08
T W Reynolds Port Elizabeth 1908/09
M C A Meischke Witwatersrand 1909/10
A E Parfitt Bloemfontein 1910/11
J Prentice Pretoria 1911/12
T Clark Witwatersrand 1912/13
A F Turner Durban 1913/14
J J Kirkness Pretoria 1914/17
J Thompson Witwatersrand 1917/18
W Nottingham Pretoria 1918/19
H W Harris Port Elizabeth 1919/20
A R Midgley Durban 1920/21
D F Corlett Witwatersrand 1921/22
A B Reid Cape Peninsula 1922/23
P J Hittinger Witwatersrand 1923/24
A Andresen Pretoria 1924/25
C Carr Durban 1925/26
R G McClelland Port Elizabeth 1926/27
D M Evans Witwatersrand 1927/28
F Bakker Cape Peninsula 1928/29
W M Pattison Pretoria 1929/30
H O Tunmer Durban 1930/31
A Barrow Witwatersrand 1931/32
J R Hedden Cape Peninsula 1932/33
J B D Clark Witwatersrand 1933/34
B P Jones Bloemfontein 1934/35
J Garnett Pietermaritzburg 1935/36
H O Young Cape Peninsula 1936/37
W Knuckey Witwatersrand 1937/38
F Vercoe Durban 1938/39
C C Pike East London 1939/40
J Downie Pretoria 1940/41
A J Brokensha Durban 1941/42
J N Bird Cape Peninsula 1942/43
R Rutherford Witwatersrand 1943/44
R Barras Pietermaritzburg 1944/45
J Glendinning Port Elizabeth 1945/46
J C Bitcon Witwatersrand 1946/47
J J Smith Durban 1947/48
F B Blomkamp Cape Peninsula 1948/49
J P Lamb Pretoria 1949/50
G J R Bulman Pietermaritzburg 1950/51
J J Annand East London 1951/52
F H Mitchell Witwatersrand 1952/53
F H Radford Durban 1953/54
C Bakker Cape Peninsula 1954/55
R T Morrison Bloemfontein 1955/56
J A Barrow Witwatersrand 1956/57
H Aitken Durban 1957/58
J W L Ruddy Port Elizabeth 1958/59
F E Kennard Pretoria 1959/60
T Pattullo Cape Peninsula 1960/61
W F Hamilton Durban 1961/62
H H Lobban Witwatersrand 1962/63

H McCarthy Cape Peninsula 1963/64
H T Stirling Witwatersrand 1964/65
J A Reardon Durban 1965/66
R A Briggs Cape Peninsula 1966/67
P J van Twisk Pretoria 1967/68
M Lipshitz Durban 1968/69
D R Herd Witwatersrand 1969/70
H N Dodd East London 1970/71
J Zylstra Pretoria 1971/72
F Williams Witwatersrand 1972/73
C H R Kincaid Durban 1973/74
G K Breed OFS Goldfields 1974/75
B L Moyle Witwatersrand 1975/76
L Fish Durban 1976/77
D F D Allan Cape Peninsula 1977/78
D H Mitchell Witwatersrand 1978/79
R L Stevenson Durban 1979/80
J A Barrow Witwatersrand 1980/81
L S Glaser Cape Peninsula 1981/82
P O Morris Witwatersrand 1982/83
G H Rowles Kimberley 1983/84
A J M Stewart Durban 1984/85
B J S Zylstra Pretoria 1985/86
A P Jacobsen Witwatersrand 1986/87
D N Fraser Cape Peninsula 1987/88
B G Thompson Port Elizabeth 1988/89
R G Hurry Witwatersrand 1989/90
E V Hulme Witwatersrand 1990/91
V N Smailes Kimberley 1991/92
R M Giuricich Transvaal South 1992/93
G P Volck Transvaal South 1993/94
B R Buys Bloemfontein 1994/95
R A Edwards Gauteng 1995/96
S E Jones Cape Peninsula 1996/97
W S Deacon East Cape 1997/98
P J Ridl KwaZulu-Natal 1998/99
J A Dempers Boland 1999/00
N L Klopper Gauteng 2000/01
M B van Breda Cape Peninsula 2001/02
N F Maas Gauteng 2002/03
B A Botha East Cape 2003/04
S D Moffatt KwaZulu-Natal 2004/06
G R Roberts Western Cape 2006/07
E G Forbes (Mrs) Gauteng 2007/09
M J Talbot East Cape 2009/11
D B Hattingh Western Cape 2011/13
C J L Cozens KwaZulu-Natal 2013/14
N V Cloete North 2014/16
B B Simelane Western Cape 2016/2018

Life members
J A Barrow
H A Benadie
D H Mitchell
E G M Forbes (Mrs) 

Past Presidents



PO Box 1619, Halfway House 1685
Tel: +27 11 205 9000  :  Fax  011 315 1644

Email:  info@masterbuilders.org.za
Website:  www.masterbuilders.org.za

Members

Master Builders Association Boland
Tel: 021 863 3330
Fax: 021 863 3331
Email: manager@mbaboland.co.za
Web: www.mbaboland.org.za

East Cape Master Builders Association
Tel: 041 365 1835
Fax: 041 364 1676
Email: ecmba@global.co.za
Web: www.ecmba.org.za

Master Builders Association Free State
Tel: 057 352 6269
Fax: 057 353 2402
Email: masterbuilders@mbafs.co.za
Web: www.mbafs.co.za

Master Builders Association  
Greater Boland 
Tel: 023 342 6964
Fax: 023 342 6964
Email: mbagb@telkomsa.net
Web: www.mbagreaterboland.org.za

KwaZulu Natal Master Builders 
Association
Tel 031 266 7070
Fax 031 266 6348
Email: info@masterbuilders.co.za
Web: www.masterbuilders.co.za

Master Builders Association North
Tel: 011 805 6611
Fax: 011 805 6718
Email: info@mbanorth.co.za
Web: www.mbanorth.co.za

Master Builders Association  
Northern Cape 
Tel: 053 831 1845
Fax: 053 832 1368
Email: info@mbanc.co.za
Web: www.mbanc.org.za

Master Builders Association West Boland
Tel: 022 772 2251
Fax: 022 772 2457

Master Builders Association  
Western Cape
Tel: 021 685 2625
Fax: 021 685 2622
Email: info@mbawc.org.za
Web: www.mbawc.org.za

Association of Architectural  
Aluminium Manufacturers of SA
Tel: 011 805 5002
Fax: 011 805 5033
Email: elize@aaamsa.co.za
Web: www.aaamsa.co.za

SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
Contractors’ Association
Tel: 011 622 3890
Fax: 011 622 2534
Email: saracca@icon.co.za
Web:www.saracca.co.za

SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’ 
Association
Tel: 011 455 6321
Fax: 011 455 6331
Email: sarcea@iafrica.com
Web: www.sarcea.co.za


